Record Book
1988
World Amateur Golf
Team Championships

MEN
for the Eisenhower Trophy
Ullna Golf Club
Stockholm,
Sweden

WOMEN
for the Espirito Santo Trophy
Drottningholm Country Club
Stockholm,
Sweden
ARGENTINA—(from left) Captain Eduardo Chiesa, Fernando Chiesa, Federico MacNeill, Jaime Nougues and Julio Rivas.

AUSTRALIA—(from left) Captain John Westcott, David Ecob, Bradley Hughes, Lester Peterson and Shane Robinson.

AUSTRIA—(from left) Captain Lambert Stoltz, Max Baltl, Markus Brier, Alexander Mueller
BELGIUM—(from left) Captain Philippe Relecom, Christophe Bosmans, Christophe Descampe, Bruno Dupont and Alain Eaton.

BERMUDA—(from left) Captain Jack Wahl, Scott Mayne, Anthony Mocklow, David Purcell and J.R. Robinson.

BRAZIL—(from left) Captain Seymour Marvin, Erik Anderson, Antonio Barcellos, Roberto Gomez and Colin Woods.
CANADA—(from left) Captain Harold Brownstein, Graham Cooke, Peter Major, Doug Roxburgh and Warren Sye.

CHILE—(from left) Captain Mario Capez, Michi Geyger, Michael Grasty, Roy MacKenzie and Felipe Taverne.

CHINA—(from left) Captain Lu Wei-Hsiang, Chen Jung-Hsin, Huang Huhh-Jen, Lin Keng-Chi, Lui Wen-Teh.
COLOMBIA—(from left) Captain Juan Pablo Gutierrez, Fabio Bernal, Alberto Evers, Gustavo Giraldo and Felipe Harker.

COSTA RICA—(from left) Playing Captain Tomas Duenas, Manuel Jimenez, Charlie Perez and Jan Ruge.

CZECHOSLOVAKIA—(from left) Captain Hanus Goldscheider, Jan Juhaniak, Petr Mruzek, Miroslav Nemec and Jiri Zavazal.
DENMARK—(from left) Captain Herbert Fredriksen, Jan Anderson, Soren Bjorn, Christian Post and Henrik Simonsen.

EL SALVADOR—(from left) Playing Captain Guillermo Aceto, Jorge Casaus, Victor Henriquez and Carlos Iraheta.

FINLAND—(from left) Captain Veli-Matti Valimaa, Mikael Piltz, Vuha Selin, Riku Soravuo and Erkki Valimaa.
FRANCE—(from left) Captain Sven Boinet, Patrice Barquez, Christian Cevaer, Francois Illouz and Thomas Levet.

GERMANY—(from left) Captain Christoph Stadler, Friedrich Kotter, Jan-Erik Schapmann, Sven Struver and Ulrich Zilg.

GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND—(from left) Captain Geoffrey Marks, Peter McEvoy, Garth McGimpsey, James Milligan and Eoghan O'Connell.
GREECE—(from left) Captain Mike Kyranis, Ryno Bougas, George Nikitades, Deane Pappas and Sean Pappas.

HONG KONG—(from left) Captain Tony Clement-Brown, Dominique Boulet, Ian Hindhaugh, Richard Kan and Tang Man Kee.

ICELAND—(from left) Captain Johann Benediktsson, Hilmar Bjorgvinsson, Bjorn Knutsson, Sveinn Sigurbergsson and Sigurdur Sigurdsson.
INDIA—(from left) Amandeep Johl, Rajeev Mohta, C. Milkha Singh and Captain Lakshman Singh.

ITALY—(from left) Captain Piero Cora, Mario Aragnetti, Marco de Rossi, Enrico Nistri and Marcello Santi.

IVORY COAST—(from left) Captain Coulou Konan, Djoman Doudjon, Hyacinthe Gnabe, Marcel Soumahoro and Siaka Kone.
JAPAN—(from left) Captain Tetsuo Sakata, Ryoken Kawagishi, Ken Kusumoto, Kiyotaka Oie and Kiyoshi Okura.

MEXICO—(from left) Captain Miguel Angel Ortiz, Jorge Guadiano, Roberto Lebrija, Federico Ortiz and Viviano Villarreal.

NETHERLANDS—(from left) Captain R. van Erven Dorens, Eelco Bouma, Stephane Lovey, Constant Smits van Waesberghe and Joost Steenkamer.
NEW ZEALAND—(from left) Captain Roger Brennand, Phillip Aicken, Elliott Boult, Owen Kendall and Philip Tataurangi.

NORWAY—(from left) Captain Knut Sanne, Tom Fredriksen, Thomas Nilsen, Oyvind Rojahn and Tore Christian Sviland.

PAKISTAN—(from left) Captain M.M. Hashim Khan, Taimur Hassan, Faisal Qureshi, Waqar Saigol and Mohammed Sajid.
PHILIPPINES—(from left) Captain Benigno Goepe, Cesar Ababa, Danilo Cabajar-Zarate, Nestor Plana and Carito Villaroman.

PORTUGAL—(from left) Captain Joao Mendonca, Daniel da Silva, Ricardo da Silva, Carlos dos Santos and Jose Olivier Granja.

SINGAPORE—(from left) Captain Gerald Loong, M. Balraj, Samson Gimson, Kevin Lee and Douglas Ooi.
SPAIN—(from left) Captain Santiago Fisas, Jesus Arruti, Jose-Manuel Arruti, Yago Beamonte and Borja Queipo de Llano.

SWEDEN—(from left) Captain Rolf Wirhed, Anders Haglund, Christian Hardin, John Lindberg and Fredrik Lindgren.

SWITZERLAND—(from left) Captain Martin Kessler, Andre Bossert, Markus Frank, Thomas Gottstein and Paolo Quirici.
UNITED STATES—(from left) Captain James Hand, Kevin Johnson, Eric Meeks, Jay Sigel and Danny Yates.

VENEZUELA—(from left) Captain Carlos Hellmund, Luis Soto, Carlos Larrain, Henrique Lavie and Emilio Miartus.

ZIMBABWE—(from left) Captain Richard Meech, Terry Bowes, Ross Dennett, Gerald McLaughlin and Anderson Rusike.